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ABSTRACT

Here we discuss recent progress in understanding tropical cyclone (TC) subseasonal variability and its prediction. There has been a concerted effort to understand the sources of predictability at subseasonal time-scales, and this effort has continued to make progress in recent years. Besides the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), other modes of variability affect TCs at these time-scales, in particular various equatorial waves. Additionally, TC activity is also modulated by extratropical processes via Rossby wave breaking.

There has also been progress in the ability of models to simulate the MJO and its modulation of TC activity. Community efforts have created multi-model ensemble datasets, which have made it possible to evaluate the forecast skill of the MJO and TCs on subseasonal time-scales in multiple forecasting systems. While there is positive skill in some cases, there is strong dependence on the ensemble system considered, the basin examined, and whether the storms have extratropical influences or not. Furthermore, the definition of skill differs among studies. Forecasting centers are currently issuing subseasonal TC forecasts using various techniques (statistical, statistical-dynamical and dynamical). There is also a strong interest in the private sector for forecasts with 3-4 weeks lead time.
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1. Introduction

The modulation of tropical cyclone (TC) activity on subseasonal time-scales by various modes of variability has been well established. Li et al. (2018a) highlighted a manuscript in the Chinese literature (Xie et al. 1963), which first documented a relationship between an oscillatory signal of the 700 hPa zonal winds at stations in Southeast Asia with a 40-50-day period and the occurrence of typhoons. This oscillation was described in detail a few years later in the classic paper by Madden and Julian (1972). Nakazawa
(1986) noticed a match between the enhanced convective phase of the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) and an increase in TC activity over the western North Pacific (WNP) during 1979. This result was extended to multiple years and basins by Liebmann et al. (1994). Since these studies, the body of research on the modulation of global TC activity by various intraseasonal modes has steadily grown. For instance, Schreck et al. (2012) examined cases where TC genesis in the deep tropics can be attributed to enhanced convection due to precursor waves, such as convectively-coupled equatorial Rossby waves, mixed Rossby-gravity waves, Kelvin waves and easterly waves (tropical depression-like waves). The MJO also affects TC genesis by modulating these high-frequency equatorial waves, in particular Kelvin waves. The progress in forecasting the MJO and precursor waves using numerical models has opened the possibility of skillful TC forecasts on subseasonal time-scales.

In the last few years, collaborative multi-institutional projects have allowed the scientific community to explore to what extent the current generation of weather forecasting models have skill in forecasting TCs beyond current operational 5-day predictions of individual storms.

At the same time, numerical guidance for the prediction of individual storms has improved in quality, allowing for the lead times at which these predictions are useful to extend into the subseasonal range. Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models and ensemble prediction systems can now provide guidance at the 1-2 week range or possibly even longer (Xiang et al. 2015b). A recent review of this topic can be found in Sobel et al. (2018). Historically, and to some extent still, TC forecasting – as practiced by national meteorological services – begins in earnest at the moment when a TC forms. Many forecast agencies predict genesis, typically at lead times up to 5 days or less. They generally do not, however, forecast the subsequent track and intensity at that time, but only do so after genesis has occurred. The typical maximum forecast lead time after genesis has occurred is five days. Ensemble systems, on the other hand, need not draw a sharp distinction between the pre- and post-genesis periods, and several ensemble systems generate forecast products which extend from before the moment of genesis to after the TC has formed. A “strike probability” map is typical (e.g., Vitart et al. 2011). Such products are generally produced by numerical prediction centers, which are often distinct from actual forecast offices. For example, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and other centers produce strike probability maps out to 10 or 15 days. Forecast centers such as the US National Hurricane Center (NHC) examine this guidance in producing their forecasts, but NHC forecasts do not extend beyond 5 days, and in general do not begin before genesis. Recently, however, NHC has begun issuing forecasts for “potential tropical cyclones” in instances where genesis is predicted and the system is expected to pose a danger to life and property soon (within two days) afterwards.

Belanger et al. (2010, 2012) quantified skill for TC predictions at lead times beyond 5 days for the North Atlantic and North Indian Ocean basins. Webster (2008, 2012, 2013) argued that ensemble systems should be used to make probabilistic TC forecasts as far in advance as 10-15 days, both in general and in the North Indian Ocean basin in particular. Current practice in most regions, however, is to make forecasts that are largely deterministic and do not extend to such large lead times. The reason for this appears to be that the skill at longer lead times, though arguably usable for some kinds of decision-making, is small, so that forecasters are concerned about false alarms and a resulting loss of public confidence. It appears that research into forecast communication, as well as the optimal use of long-range, low-skill forecasts by key decision makers (e.g., government agencies tasked with disaster preparedness) could be valuable in deriving the maximum societal benefit from existing numerical guidance. As we move towards operational subseasonal TC forecasts, these will be challenges that need to be addressed by the forecasting community.

Here we summarize recent progress in understanding the modulation of TCs by subseasonal modes of variability, the current state-of-the-art in modeling TC variability on subseasonal time-scales, and the currently-existing operational subseasonal TC forecasts.

2. Subseasonal variability of tropical cyclone activity

2.1 Modulation of TCs by subseasonal modes of variability

Klotzbach and Oliver (2015a) used a long-period MJO index since 1905 based on sea level pressure data from the 20th Century Reanalysis (Compo et al. 2011) to examine long-term relationships between North Atlantic TCs and the MJO. They showed that when the MJO was enhancing convection over Africa and the western Indian Ocean, North Atlantic TC activity tended to be enhanced due primarily to reduction in vertical wind shear. They also examined the joint relationships between the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) and the MJO as well as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the MJO. When El Niño events or a negative AMO were present, favorable phases of the MJO were not enough to enhance TC activity above climatological levels, while La Niña events or a positive AMO could combine with conducive phases of the MJO to lead to hyperactive periods for North Atlantic TCs. Klotzbach and Oliver (2015b) used the same long-period MJO dataset to examine the long-term relationship between the MJO and global TC activity. They documented that the previously-discussed MJO-TC relationships for individual TC basins using the Wheeler-Hendon MJO index (Wheeler et al. 2004) since 1974 showed similar relationships prior to that time. Broadly speaking, TC activity was enhanced in individual ocean basins during and immediately after the convective maximum of the MJO traversed that basin. A similar result was shown in Camargo et al. (2009) using a
TC genesis index. As was found in the North Atlantic basin, the MJO could either constructively or destructively interfere with ENSO’s impacts on TC activity on subseasonal timescales.

The MJO has been shown to modulate the occurrence of multiple TC events (MTCEs) over the WNP, which are defined as two or more TCs simultaneously occurring in the WNP (Krouse and Sobel 2010; He et al. 2013; Schenkel 2016; You et al. 2019). When convection associated with the MJO is enhanced east of Indonesia and over the WNP, MTCEs occur more frequently over the WNP than in other regions (He et al. 2013). You et al. (2019) showed that more than 60% of MTCEs occur in the convectively-enhanced phase of the MJO, whereas only ~18% of MTCEs occur in the suppressed phase of the MJO. The Quasi-biweekly Oscillation (QBWO) has also been documented to have an important influence on MTCE occurrence (Jin et al. 2016; You et al. 2019). Generally speaking, the convectively active phase of the QBWO is more favorable for MTCE occurrence than its inactive phase. MTCE occurrence is further modulated by different combinations of the MJO and the QBWO phases. You et al. (2019) found that the most frequent MTCEs occur in the combined enhanced convective phases of the MJO and the QBWO, while the least occur in their combined dry phases.

Chen et al. (2018) evaluated the influence of the MJO, ENSO and equatorial Rossby waves (ERW) on TC genesis, by analyzing the percentage of tropical disturbances that developed into TCs in the WNP. They showed that in the convectively enhanced (suppressed) phase of the MJO, El Niño (La Niña) and positive (negative) vorticity ERWs cause the percentage of developing TCs to significantly increase (decrease) compared with climatology.

Convectively-coupled atmospheric Kelvin waves are emerging as another potential modulator of TCs on subseasonal timescales. These waves have synoptic-scale wavelengths of 3000–7000 km and rapid eastward phase speeds of 10–20 m s⁻¹. However, their lifespan extends into the subseasonal range. A single wave can circumnavigate the globe over the course of a month. Ventrice et al. (2012a) and Schreck (2015) showed that tropical cyclogenesis is generally inhibited during the 2-3 days before the arrival of the convectively-enhanced phase of a Kelvin wave and then favored 2-3 days after the passage of the convectively-enhanced phase. The schematic below (Fig. 1) illustrates the primary impacts. The Kelvin wave’s convection may enhance potential vorticity within the proto-vortices, even if cyclogenesis occurs later (Fang and Zhang 2016). At 850-hPa, equatorial westerlies enhance the cyclonic vorticity of the storm. These persist longer than the period of the Kelvin wave because the strongest Kelvin waves are often embedded within the MJO as the leading edge and with the strongest portion of the convection. In addition, the westward tilt with height of Kelvin waves means that it takes a

**Fig. 1.** Schematic of impacts of Kelvin waves on tropical cyclogenesis. Relationships are shown in latitude–time at (a) 200 hPa and (b) 850 hPa, while (c) shows time–longitude interactions between the Kelvin wave, MJO, and the parent easterly wave, with the zonal winds at 850hPa shown in orange and blue shading and the rainfall in green contours. Figure from Schreck et al. (2015), © American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
few days for these westerlies to build from the surface to the middle-troposphere, which is favorable for TC genesis (Schreck 2016).

Ventrice et al. (2012b) attributes the suppression of TC activity ahead of the active phase of the convectively coupled Kelvin wave to unfavorable large-scale environmental conditions related to the Kelvin wave’s leading suppressed phase. Over the Atlantic, the enhanced low-level easterly winds associated the Kelvin wave’s suppressed phase can provide the dynamics needed to advect a dry and dusty Saharan air layer off Africa across the tropical Atlantic, further inhibiting the environment from convection. At upper levels, suppressed Kelvin wave phases accelerate westerly flow. This enhanced westerly flow can open a westerly wind duct along the equator, which can then encourage the equatorward propagation of mid-latitude waves into the tropics. As a result, we can see an enhanced frequency of tropical upper tropospheric troughs following the passage of the suppressed Kelvin wave passage, which can act to further suppress the large-scale conditions that are often tied to TC activity. Over Africa, convectively coupled Kelvin waves have been found to enhance the West African Monsoon during boreal summer. This monsoonal enhancement is related to the Kelvin wave’s dynamical and convective properties. As a result, convectively coupled Kelvin waves can enhance the frequency easterly waves emerging off Africa up to a week after the passage of the Kelvin wave. These easterly waves act as seedlings for tropical cyclones, potentially extending the impacts of Kelvin waves on TC activity over the Atlantic basin.

2.2 Impacts of extratropical Rossby wave breaking on North Atlantic tropical cyclones

Studies on the extratropical impacts on TC formation date back to the 1970s. Sadler (1976, 1978) showed that the tropical upper-level trough, which often has an extratropical origin (Palmén and Newton 1969), can lead to TC formation over the WNP. Similar mechanisms also exist over the North Atlantic, where upper-level troughs or potential vorticity streamers may induce tropical cyclogenesis (Galarneau et al. 2015; Bentley et al. 2017). In particular, the transition of a subtropical cyclone to a TC was termed as tropical transition by Davis and Bosart (2003, 2004), who noticed that the upper-level troughs involved in the tropical transition processes resemble anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking (RWB). Although RWB can occasionally induce TC formation, Zhang et al. (2016, 2017) showed that the overall impacts of RWB on seasonal North Atlantic TC activity are negative. This is because active RWB can induce frequent equatorward intrusions of dry and cold air and enhance vertical wind shear and mid- to upper-tropospheric dryness over the tropical and subtropical Atlantic. The correlations between a RWB index and North Atlantic TC indices (hurricane counts or Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE)) are negative (~ -0.7 during 1979-2013) and exceed those for ENSO. In a follow up paper, Zhang and Wang (2019) showed that RWB also influences TC genesis in the western North Atlantic. This finding is closely related to the weather regimes over the North Pacific-North America sector, and suggests that both tropical and extratropical processes have important implications for understanding the variability of RWB and its impacts on Atlantic TC activity. Chang and Wang (2018) showed that the extratropical impacts on Atlantic tropical cyclones may exceed the direct impacts of local tropical SST in some years. These findings have important implications for the predictability of Atlantic TC activity.

Similar impacts were found on subseasonal time scales. Active anticyclonic RWB episodes over the western Atlantic are associated with a wave train spanning from the North Pacific to the North Atlantic and significant anomalies in sea level pressure, vertical wind shear, tropospheric humidity, and precipitation over the North Atlantic (Li et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2017). Consistent with the large-scale circulation anomalies, TC activity is reduced significantly during active episodes of RWB (Fig. 2). Li et al. (2018b) examined the impacts of RWB on the predictability of tropical cyclogenesis using the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) Reforecast, version 2. Lower predictability of tropical cyclogenesis was found during active RWB episodes than at other times, and it was linked to the lower predictability of environmental variables, such as vertical wind shear, moisture, and low-level vorticity. These variables show a larger ensemble spread during the episodes of active RWB. Wang et al. (2018) examined the dependence of tropical cyclogenesis predictability on different synoptic flow regimes using the concept of tropical cyclogenesis pathways (McTaggart-Cowan et al. 2013) and found that the strong and weak tropical transition pathways, which are subject to strong extratropical influences, are associated with lower predictability than the other pathways. Although the extratropical atmosphere has lower intrinsic predictability than the tropical atmosphere with a forecast leadtime beyond several days (e.g., Davis et al. 2016; Palmer 1996), a better representation of the tropical-extratropical interaction may help to improve the practical predictability of tropical cyclogenesis in numerical models.

3. Modeling subseasonal TC activity

3.1 TC activity in the S2S dataset

To bridge the gap between medium-range weather forecasts and seasonal forecasts, in 2013 the World Weather Research program (WWRP) and the World Climate Research program (WCRP) jointly launched a 5-year research initiative called the Subseasonal to Seasonal prediction project (S2S). Its goal was to improve forecast skill and understanding of the sources of subseasonal to seasonal predictability, and to promote its uptake by operational centers and use by the applications communities (www.s2sprediction.net). To achieve this goal, an extensive da-
tains daily data for ~80 variables. A TC tracker (see Vitart and Robertson 2018 for details) has been applied to all S2S real-time forecasts and re-forecasts. The TC tracks, as well as MJO indices, are publicly available from s2sidx@acquisition.ecmwf.int. Using these MJO indices and TC tracks, Vitart and Robertson (2018) showed that eight S2S models display more (less) TC activity over the South Indian Ocean and less (more) TC activity over the South Pacific and near the Maritime Continent when the convectively active (suppressed) phase of the MJO propagates across the Indian Ocean in the model (their Figure 2) during the boreal winter, which is consistent with observational studies and with previous modelling studies. This result suggests that the S2S models are capable of reproducing the modulation of TCs in the Southern Hemisphere by the MJO, even if the model resolution is very coarse. The Predictive Ocean Atmosphere Model for Australia (POAMA) from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), for example, has a resolution of only ~200 km.

Yamaguchi et al. (2016) investigated the performance of operational global ensembles in predicting the number of TCs generated for a month in the WNP basin using the S2S database. The model climatology of the number of TC genesis events over 4 weeks from initial times of the predictions was assessed with the re-forecast dataset from the global BoM, ECMWF, JMA, and NCEP ensembles and then compared to the best track data. The ECMWF model simulates well the seasonal variability of TC genesis. JMA underestimates the number of TC genesis events even with a lower wind threshold applied. The BoM tends to overestimate (underestimate) the number of TCs during the early and late (peak) TC season. NCEP simulates the seasonal variability realistically but over- and under-estimates TC frequency if a constant threshold value is used throughout the year.

Lee et al. (2018) evaluated subseasonal probabilistic prediction of TC genesis using the S2S dataset. Forecasts for basin-wide TC occurrence and weekly time-scales were considered, and the forecast skill was evaluated using the Brier skill score relative to a seasonal monthly varying climatology. Most models have favorable skill relative to climatology for week 1, when the model initialization is important. Among the models evaluated, the ECMWF has the best performance, followed by the BoM. Both systems have skill for several TC basins at week 2. There is a relationship between the models’ skill scores and their ability in accurately representing the MJO, as well as the modulation of TC activity by the MJO (shown in Fig. 3) and the models’ TC climatology. All of these factors are basin dependent.

3.2 Re-forecasts of TC activity in the TIGGE dataset
Yamaguchi et al. (2015) evaluated the skill of TC activity (genesis and subsequent track) forecasts from operational global medium-range ensembles as well as the relative benefits of a Multicenter Grand Ensemble (MCGE) with respect to a single model ensemble using the International
Grand Global Ensemble (TIGGE, Swinbank et al. 2016) dataset. The global ECMWF, JMA, NCEP, and UKMO ensembles were analyzed in seven TC basins. The Brier skill score (BSS) was calculated within a 3-day time window over a forecast length of 2 weeks to examine the skill from short- to medium-range time scales (0–14 days). In most of the TC basins evaluated, these operational global medium-range ensembles were capable of providing skillful guidance of TC activity forecasts with a forecast lead time extending to week 2. The MCGE has more skill (larger BSS) than the best single-model ensemble (ECMWF). The reliability of these forecasts is improved in the MCGEs compared to the individual ensembles. Both the BSS and the reliability are sensitive to the choice of threshold wind values that are used to define model TCs.

**Fig. 3.** Plots of the MJO–TC relationship in the observations and from the S2S models from week 2 forecasts. The color of each circle indicates the PDF (%) in the corresponding MJO phase in the basin. The sum of the circles across the MJO phases in each basin is 100%. The black circle outline indicates that the value is above the 90th percentile while the cross symbol (x) at the center means the value is below the 10th percentile. The percentage on the title corresponds to the spatial correlation of that model plot with observations (top panel). Figure from Lee et al. (2018), © American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.
3.3 TC activity in individual models

In a sequence of papers, the skill and predictability for the MJO and tropical cyclogenesis by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) coupled system at 50-km resolution was examined. Xiang et al. (2015a) showed that the MJO prediction skill in this system can reach out to 27 days, with a potential predictability of 42 days. The MJO forecast skill is dependent on the amplitude and phase of the MJO. The predictability of this system in forecasting two case studies (Hurricane Sandy and Super Typhoon Haiyan) was examined in Xiang et al. (2015b), showing that the genesis of these events had a maximum prediction lead time of 11 days, while the landfall location was predicted one week ahead for Sandy and two weeks ahead for Haiyan. Jiang et al. (2018) found limited skill in predicting subseasonal cyclogenesis with more than 1-week lead time as well as a high false alarm rate. Higher skill was found for TCs forming during active MJO periods. In the case of the North Atlantic, higher predictability is evident along a tropical belt from the West African coast to the Caribbean Sea, while in the extratropical North Atlantic, the predictive skill is poor.

Kim et al. (2014) analyzed the modulation of WNP TCs by the MJO in the NASA Goddard Earth Observation System version 5 (GEOS-5) model. While the MJO in the model is weaker and propagates faster than observations, the system reproduces the modulation of TCs in the basin, with higher TC activity occurring in the active phase of the MJO. North Atlantic TC modulation by the MJO in the NOAA Climate Forecast System (CFS) version 2 was analyzed in Barnston et al. (2015). The CFS showed useful skill in predicting the MJO phase and amplitude out to 3 weeks. In spite of the too slow MJO propagation, the CFS still showed usable skill in predicting weekly variations of TC activity out to 10-14 days.

Recently, Zhao et al. (2019) analyzed the skill of two systems (Met Office Hadley Centre and Beijing Climate Center) in predicting TCs in the western North Pacific on subseasonal time-scales using genesis index anomalies in different MJO phases. Although both systems could reproduce the observed relationship between the MJO and TCs via the genesis index (Camargo et al. 2009), the intensity of the MJO effect on the genesis index is underestimated due to model biases.

3.4 MJO/Boreal Summer Intra-Seasonal Oscillation in models

Ensemble prediction systems (EPS) have shown remarkable improvements in MJO forecast skill in recent years (e.g. Vitart, 2014; Wang et al. 2014; MacLachlan 2015; Marshall et al. 2017). Neena et al. (2014) assessed the skill of several dynamical model re-forecasts from the Intra-Seasonal Variability Hindcast Experiment (ISVHE). They found skill for 1 to 4 weeks in the boreal winter, with the majority of the models having skill for 2-3 weeks. More recently, Vitart (2017) found that the S2S Project hindcasts (Malguzzi et al. 2017) have significant RMM (Real-time Multivariate MJO index) prediction skill scores varying widely between 10 to 32 days, which represents an overall improvement over the ISVHE models. In addition, studies have shown MJO prediction skill for various models. About 4-weeks of RMM skill have been demonstrated in the GFDL (Xiang et al. 2015a) and NICAM models (Miyakawa et al. 2014) in boreal winter, with about 3-weeks skill for the UKMO GloSea5 (MacLachlan et al. 2015), BCC (Liu et al. 2017), and FIM-iHYCOM (Green et al. 2017) models in all seasons. Atmosphere-only models, such as GEFS (Hamill and Kiladis 2014) and BCC (Wu et al. 2016) have about two weeks of skill (see Kim et al. 2018 for a more extensive review on the prediction of the MJO). The Boreal Summer intra-seasonal Oscillation (BSISO), which is characterized by a northward propagation in addition to the eastward propagation typically associated with MJO, is also an important source of predictability for Northern Hemisphere TC activity. Jie et al (2017) assessed the skill of the re-forecasts from 10 models of the S2S database to predict the BSISO, using a BSISO index developed by Lee et al. (2013). They found that the operational models from the S2S database can predict the BSISO1 (eastward propagation) and BSISO2 (northward propagation) events up to 24.5 and 14 days in advance respectively, although the models tend to underestimate the amplitude of the BSISO as the lead time increases.

Many of these models also have shown improving skill relative to older models in the prediction of other subseasonal modes like equatorial waves that affect TCs. Janiga et al. (2018) compared boreal summer hindcasts from three S2S Project models using a novel Fourier filtering technique with these hindcasts to identify the MJO and equatorial waves. In general, these models derived most of their subseasonal skill for forecasting tropical convection from low-frequency persistent signals like ENSO. However, the MJO contributed significantly in weeks 1–3, especially over the Indian Ocean and Maritime Continent. Equatorial Rossby waves only improved the skill in week 1. Meanwhile, Kelvin waves made no meaningful improvement to skill, even in models that produced them. These results point to some of the primary areas where model skill may be improved to develop better subseasonal forecasts of TC activity.

4. Subseasonal forecasts of tropical cyclones: description, skill and verification

We now describe the existing operational subseasonal forecasts of tropical cyclones. A summary of these forecasts and their main characteristics is presented in Table 1.

4.1 CSU forecasts

Colorado State University (CSU) has issued two-week forecasts of North Atlantic hurricane activity during the
peak months of the season (August–October) since 2009. These statistical forecasts predict ACE in the upper, middle, or lower tercile for the next two-week period using a combination of: 1) current storm activity, 2) NHC Tropical Weather Outlooks, 3) forecast output from global numerical weather prediction models, 4) the current and projected state of the MJO and 5) the current seasonal Atlantic hurricane forecast. Six two-week forecasts are issued for each hurricane season, and these predictions have generally shown skill above a persistence forecast from the prior two weeks. For example, five of the six two-week forecasts in 2017 and in 2018 verified in the correct tercile.

4.2 ECMWF forecasts

4.2.1 ECMWF Forecast products

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has issued week 1-4 forecasts of TC activity for each TC region since 2010. The TC forecast products include: (i) predicted number of tropical storms/hurricanes or ACE over a TC basin for a weekly period (calendar week 1 to 4). (ii) TC strike probability map: the probability of a tropical depression/storm/intense storm (hurricane intensity) passing within 300 km. TC strike probability anomaly maps are also available (anomalies relative to model climatology). The forecasts are issued twice a week but are not available publicly. The skill of the weekly TC probabilities has been assessed in Vitart et al. (2010) over the Southern Hemisphere, and when the model ensemble probabilities are suitably calibrated, the forecasts are shown to be superior to an MJO-based statistical technique (Leroy and Wheeler 2008). A more recent assessment confirms that these forecasts are more skillful than weekly observed climatology and persistence for week 1 and 2 over all TC basins and beyond week 3 for some TC basins.

4.2.2 Evaluation of ECMWF forecast skill

Elsberry et al. (2010) combined the ECMWF 32-day forecast ensemble member vortices with similar tracks into “ensemble storm” tracks with a weighted-mean vector motion technique in which the weighting factor was inversely proportional to the distance from the endpoint of the previous 12-h motion vector. A sample of 30 weekly forecasts for 2008 were compared with the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) tracks and demonstrated that the formations and tracks of five typhoons and four strong tropical storms were consistently predicted during weeks 1 through 4. Elsberry et al. (2011) made a similar evaluation during the 2009 WNP season and found that 12 typhoons were successfully predicted. Many of the deficient track predictions involved unusual and rapidly changing tracks that are likely not predictable on extended-range (5-30 days) time-scales.

Tsai et al. (2013) developed an objective track analog verification technique in which ensemble storms within specified time and space differences of the JTWC tracks are first extracted as potential analogs, and four metrics of shortest distance, average distance, distance at formation time, and distance at ending time are calculated. An objective quality measure called Likelihood Values (LHV) that assesses the overall track similarity between the potential analogs and the JTWC storm is calculated in terms of membership functions for the four track metrics. The performance in the North Atlantic in terms of the LHV for ensemble storm tracks that matched an observed storm was done in Elsberry et al. (2014). Four hurricanes and one tropical storm were successfully forecast in three of the four weeks. Two hurricanes and three tropical storms were not predicted by the ECMWF 32-day ensemble, even in week-1. Four of these storms began in the central North Atlantic with strong mid-latitude influences. Because the dynamics of those tropical events are strongly affected by baroclinic processes during the interaction of the eastward-moving midlatitude troughs with the westward-moving pre-TC seedlings, and such interactions are inherently difficult to predict, predictability of a considerable fraction of North

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Operational TC subseasonal forecasts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSU</td>
<td>Statistical-Dynamical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>Dynamical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoM</td>
<td>Dynamical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMA</td>
<td>Statistical-Dynamical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMA</td>
<td>Statistical-Dynamical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Atlantic TC events (formation plus track) is quite limited compared to WNP events.

Similar evaluations were carried out for the seasonal (seven-month) ECMWF ensemble forecasts. Although some useful predictions were made for African easterly wave-type storms, limited or no skill was found for baroclinic-affected TC formations (Elsberry and Tsai 2016). The performance for the WNP was far superior in that nearly all of the JTWC storms could be matched with an ECMWF ensemble storm track. Only two of the 17 storms evaluated were predicted for all four weeks, but eight of the other storms were predicted in three of the four weeks. However, one early season tropical storm, one baroclinically influenced tropical storm, and one late season tropical depression were not forecast in any of the four weeks. Thus, Elsberry and Tsai (2016) concluded that the performance of the ECMWF ensemble performance in the WNP was very encouraging, and proposed that even the distribution of numbers among the three basic track types (westward, northwestward, and recurving) of TC events may be predictable with an appropriate calibration procedure.

4.3 **Australian Bureau of Meteorology forecasts**

The Australian BoM produced trial subseasonal TC products during the 2017-18 and 2018-19 Southern Hemisphere cyclone seasons, which were made available to internal forecasters. These products aimed to match those provided twice weekly by ECMWF using output from the new BoM seasonal forecasting system ACCESS-S1 (Hudson et al. 2017), which became fully operational in early 2018. The ACCESS-S1 system is based on the UK Met Office Global Seasonal forecast system GloSea5 (MacLachlan et al. 2015) and showed significant skill for predictions of the MJO out to 30 days and changes in the spatial distribution of TC tracks with the phase of the MJO out to 5 weeks ahead (Camp et al. 2018). The trial forecasts showed performance similar to that of the ECMWF forecasts and provided useful guidance out to three weeks ahead for major cyclone events, including Cyclone Gita in the South Pacific and Cyclone Hilda in the South Indian Ocean, which later made landfall in northwest Australia (Gregory et al. 2019). Figure 4 shows forecasts of the probability of TC occurrence for weeks 2 and 3 from ACCESS-S1 and ECMWF for the period 26 December 2017–1 January 2018, alongside corresponding observations of TC Hilda. At week 3 both systems showed a 20-30% probability of TC development, which then increased to 40-50% in ACCESS-S1 during week 2. Overall both systems predicted well the location and shape of the TC track, particularly the landfall over northwest Australia. The BoM is now working towards operational subseasonal forecast for the 2019/20 Southern Hemisphere season. These forecasts have been developed in collaboration with the UK Met Office.

As an example, we show in Table 2 the skill scores of the BoM TC Southern Hemisphere forecasts and re-forecasts for November to April, based on the method from Vitart et al. (2010) and Camp et al. (2018). The re-forecasts had 11 ensembles and 4 forecasts per month and were initialized using ERA-Interim, while the real-time forecasts (issued daily) had 33 ensembles initialized by the BoM global atmospheric model. We can see the real-time performance was better than the re-forecasts, probably due to the differences mentioned. Furthermore, the 2017-18 season was more predictable than 2018-19. Interestingly, while the calibration method improved the forecast skill scores for long-leads for 2017-18, it degraded the skill for 2018-19. Currently, the BoM is examining the causes for this difference.

4.4 **China Meteorological Administration forecasts**

Since the mid-1990s, the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) has been issuing monthly TC forecasts for the number of tropical storm formations over the WNP and the number of TCs making landfall in China. The forecasts are issued monthly from June to August each year based on projection-pursuit diagnostic analyses and statistical approaches. The diagnostic analyses use the relationship of TC activity with ENSO, the MJO, and local thermodynamic and dynamic conditions. In 2017, a hybrid statistical-dynamical approach was developed based on the relationships between the observed monthly TC activity and the large-scale environmental variables from the NCEP CFSv2 forecast system. In addition to number of tropical storm formations over the WNP and landfalling TCs in China, the forecasts also include basin-wide ACE. The statistical-dynamical forecasts are provided probabilistically with three terciles and also deterministically with a median. The forecasts provide skillful forecasts for monthly TC number and ACE, with probabilities of detection of 65% and 78%, respectively. Since 2013, CMA has also been issuing subseasonal forecasts for active, normal and inactive periods of multiple TC events over the WNP (Gao et al. 2011). The forecasts are produced by analyzing the relationship of multiple TC events with the MJO, as well as with subseasonal variability of the monsoon trough and subtropical high over the WNP based on the CFSv2 45-day forecasts. The forecasts are produced once a week and cover the next 30 days from July through September each year. Preliminary verification shows that the 30-day forecasts have good skill for TCs with a long lifetime but have no skill for TCs with a short duration. An ongoing effort at the National Climate Center of China is to develop an experimental prediction for TC activity for week 1 to week 4 using the subseasonal forecast model developed by the National Climate Center of China (DERF2.0). Weekly TC activity in DERF2.0 forecasts use the TC detection and tracking method of Camargo and Zebiak (2002). These forecasts are likely to be released operationally in about two years.

4.5 **Subseasonal prediction of tropical cyclones in the private sector**

There is growing interest in the subseasonal prediction of
Fig. 4. Probability of a TC passing within a 300km radius for forecasts valid in a) week 3 (initialised 11 December 2017) and b) week 2 (initialised 18 December 2017) for (left) ACCESS-S1 and (right) ECMWF for the period 26 December 2017–1 January 2018. c) Corresponding observed track of TC Hilda during this period. Observed TC tracks are from the US Navy’s Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC; Chu et al 2002).
TC activity in all facets of business. A threatening TC can alter the decision tree making process of a business, which can then play a direct outcome on the economic performance of that company for a given year. Some companies need 3-4 weeks warning in order for decisions to be made with regards to preparation and or mitigation of a TC. For instance: (i) reinsurers that may need to purchase additional coverage for an oncoming storm; (ii) offshore drilling platforms and freight shipping which both take time to move/ evacuate out of the path of a storm; (iii) retailers that need to pre-position supplies to meet demand in a recovery. Thus, there is a need for skillful predictions of TC activity across all basins for which a company has assets. There is currently a lack of model guidance data that quantifies the TC activity of a particular basin at subseasonal lead-times. Many forecasters in the private sector use concepts discovered in research/academia when drawing their week 3-4 forecasts of TC activity. The MJO (Maloney and Hartmann 2000; Mo 2000; Roundy and Paul 2006; Maloney and Shaman 2008; Klotzbach 2010; Ventrice et. al 2011) and or convectively coupled atmospheric Kelvin waves (CCKWs; Ventrice et al. 2012a,b; Schreck 2015) are often tracked through the use of observational reanalysis and weather model prediction ensemble systems to derive a week 3-4 outlook of whether TC activity across a particular basin will be active versus inactive (e.g., Fig. 5). In addition to these advanced forecasting techniques, the ECMWF monthly model is also utilized for the prediction of TC activity across a basin of interest. Some companies will go a step further and provide above or below TC activity predictions at the week 3-4 lead using the ECMWF monthly reforecast, in which the frequency of TCs in the live run relative to the model climate is computed.

5. Conclusions and future work

Considerable progress has been made by the scientific community during the last four years in understanding the sources of predictability and the modulation of TC activity at subseasonal time-scales. There has also been significant progress in the ability of models in simulating subseasonal modes of variability and their modulation of TC activity. Community efforts have created multi-model ensemble datasets, such as the S2S (Subseasonal to Seasonal) dataset, TIGGE (The International Grand Global Ensemble) and SubX (The Subseasonal Experiment), which have made it possible to evaluate the forecast skill of TCs on subseasonal time-scales in multiple forecasting systems. While there is positive skill in some cases, there is strong dependence on the ensemble system considered, the basin examined, and whether the TC activity has been influenced by the extratropical circulation or not. Furthermore, the definition of skill differs among different authors, as some studies consider a model skillful for forecasting the probability of TCs in a basin, while others require skill of the subseasonal anomaly deviations from the basin seasonal climatology. Therefore, in the first case the model would be considered skillful by forecasting the seasonality of the basin correctly, while in the second only deviations from the basin seasonality count towards the model skill. Furthermore, outputs of the subseasonal TC forecasts are in some cases expressed as local probabilities for specific areas which makes comparison among groups using different verification measures a challenge.

In addition, different centers use different lead-times, periods, and variables. For instance, while some groups forecast the probability of TC occurrence weekly in a basin, others forecast the number of TCs during in the next month. It is virtually impossible to compare the skill of the existing forecasts. This lack of uniformity makes it impossible for stakeholders to understand the current state of the knowledge and to make best use of these forecasts. Therefore, it is important to agree on common standards and verification metrics for subseasonal TC forecasts.

While the main efforts so far have been in the modulation of TCs by subseasonal tropical modes, the extratropical-tropical interaction is another source of predictability. This topic is still in its infancy, and there is a clear need for much more research that could potentially lead to improved forecasts. Efforts in understanding the predictability and model skill on downstream forecasts should also be a focus of the research community.

Various modeling centers are issuing subseasonal TC forecasts using statistical, statistical-dynamical, or dynamical techniques. Certainly, machine learning and other artificial intelligence techniques will be soon be applied in the development of subseasonal TC forecasts. One way for the
scientific community to advance this topic and encourage the comparison of these various techniques across different modeling groups would be by launching an international project on this topic. Funding from international agencies for this project would help advance the progress of TC subseasonal forecasts and their use by stake-holders.

6. Recommendations:

1. The WMO should encourage and facilitate investments in modeling and observational studies that could potentially further improve subseasonal TC forecasts, both for forecasts of basin-wide activity and for regional TC predictions.

2. More verification studies should be done of single and multi-model predictions of TC activity during weeks 3-4, and whether calibration techniques are needed. Common metrics need to be adopted for better assessment and comparison of skill.
3. The researcher community should actively explore improved understanding and prediction of tropical-extratropical interactions to contribute to improved subseasonal TC predictions as well as their downstream impacts on high-impact weather events.

4. The WMO should encourage and facilitate a “Severe Weather Forecasting Demonstration Project” focused on subseasonal TC forecasting, especially in the WNP which is basin, with the highest TC frequency.

5. The WMO should also collaborate with both the meteorological and hydrological services to advance the interpretation and appropriate usage of such subseasonal predictions.

Appendix A - Acronyms:

ACE: Accumulated Cyclone Energy
ACCESS-S: Australian Community Climate and Earth System Simulator – Seasonal
AMO: Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
BCC: Beijing Climate Center
BoM: Australian Bureau of Meteorology
BSISO: Boreal Summer Intra-Seasonal Oscillation
BSS: Brier Skill Score
CCKWs: Convectively Coupled Kelvin Waves
CFS: Climate Forecast System
CFSv2: Climate Forecast System version 2
CMA: China Meteorological Administration
CSU: Colorado State University
DERF2.0: Dynamic Extended-Range Forecast Operational System Version 2
ECMWF: European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ENSO: El Niño-Southern Oscillation
EPS: Ensemble Prediction Systems
ERW: Equatorial Rossby Waves
FIM-IHYCOM: Flow-Flowing Icosahedral Model – Icosahedral Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model
GEFS: Global Ensemble Forecast System
GEOS-5: NASA Goddard Earth Observatory System version 5
GFDL: Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
GloSea5: Global seasonal forecasting system version 5
ISVHE: Intral-Seasonal Variability Hindcast Experiment
JMA: Japan Meteorological Agency
JTWC: Joint Typhoon Warning Center
LHV: Likelihood Values
MCGE: Multicenter Grand Ensemble
MJO: Madden-Julian Oscillation
MTCE: Multiple tropical cyclone events
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NICAM: Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model
NCEP: National Centers for Environmental Prediction
NHC: National Hurricane Center
NOAA: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
QBWO: Quasi-biweekly Oscillation
RMM: Real-time Multivariate MJO index
RWB: Rossby Wave breaking
S2S: Subseasonal to seasonal
TC: tropical cyclone
TIGGE: The International Grand Global Ensemble
UKMO: United Kingdom Meteorological Office
US: United States of America
WNP: western North Pacific
WCRP: World Climate Research Program
WWRP: World Weather Research Program
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